
It is often difficult to have an instant overview of your assets or the people that you care for throughout the day. Maybe all 
you need is to check if they are where they should be? If they are not, do you wish to know where they are at the moment? 
What information do you wish to have if your asset is stolen? Perhaps the direction of its movement or precise coordinates for  
police assistance? NAM system offers a smart solution for monitoring assets or people in order to increase their safety 
and protection.

TICK
Magnetic longlife GPS tracker

KEY TRACKER FEATURES:

Wireless chargingWaterproof

No turning off

Lightweight

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

GSM communication bandwidths

GPS position accuracy

Dimensions

Weight without magnets

Transmission protocol

Scheduled reports

Low power alert

Seize detection

Motion detection

Technical (wake up) reports

850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz, compliant to GMS phase 2/2+

< 2.5 m CEP

80 mm × 44 mm × 26 mm

86 g

UDP, SMS

according to preset programmes

low and critical internal battery level alarm

autonomous handling and manipulation detection

triggers GPS tracking in active modes

sends the general GPS tracker status



Undercover vehicle tracking

Goods and shipments control

Safety personal monitoring

Asset anti-theft guarding

Frankly only your imagination is the boundary for thinking about possible uses of our tracker. Whether it is bike, car, child, 
backpack, container, cargo carriage, extreme sport or something else to track, we will support you in your intentions. 
Thanks to the magnetic attachment system and small size it is incredibly easy to set up tracking anytime it is needed.

WHERE CAN YOU USE  
THE TRACKER?



We are fully aware there is no good and working solution for GPS tracking without 
both supportive and user friendly mobile&desktop application. It is crucial that the 
data we gather is delivered quickly and comprehensively. We made our online appli-
cations with exactly these goals in mind. Mobile applications are intended to be your 
indispensable friend in the terrain. Who needs to carry a laptop, right? All crucial 
functions and setups are there: status overviews of your trackers, movement  
history, navigation to the last known trackers‘ position, command settings and more.

EASY TO SETUP, USE AND MANAGE 
Smart web and mobile application

Overview in a map

SUPPORT FOR:

GPS route navigation

Selection of trackers 
in the menu

Command settings

History of motion (trips)

Detailed information 
about tracker



Usage: Monitoring wagons, containers.

We strive to make the best solution possible, which covers all basic and advanced requirements for GPS tracking. Using 
our smart energy management we continuously improve battery life expectancy in all power-consuming modes and thus 
allow you to use the tracker in the terrain without charging. Maybe though you will like it and use it as much as you can, 
because we made it so simple and easy.

ABM – Activated by motion

The device switches on GPS at the instant when the acce-
lerometer registers movement. If the object is not in motion, 
GPS switches off. GPS also sends its location details even 
if the device is placed on the undercarriage of the vehicle.

 Locations are registered every 10 s and location details are 
 sent to web and mobile phone applications once a minute.

 If the device is removed from the vehicle undercarriage, 
 information about this is sent immediately. 

Asleep

The tracker does not monitor locations, detection of tracker 
removal or the accelerometer but it is able (after a preset 
interval) to accept signals for switching the device into  
a different regime (ABM, Car chase, Standby, Periodic wake 
up) in order to start monitoring. 

Periodic wake up

The tracker is woken up after a preset period, finds out its 
location, sends this information and then goes back to sleep. 

Power OFF

This is the recommended method for storing the tracker devi-
ce. The device is completely switched off. It is possible to set 
the required regime setting during the charging of the device.

OPERATING MODES

Car chase

Location details from GPS are sent every 5 seconds regar-
dless of whether the vehicle is moving or is standing.

Standby

The tracker does not monitor locations, detection of tracker 
removal or the accelerometer, but is ready to immediately 
accept signals for switching into a different regime (ABM, 
Car chase, Asleep, Periodic wake up) for when it is necessa-
ry to start the monitoring process. 

It does not matter 
whether the vehicle is 
moving or standing.

Motion status of vehicle Endurance (in hours)

10

It does not matter 
whether the vehicle is 
moving or standing.

Motion status of vehicle Endurance (in days)

9

Overview of the operating modes:

Activated by motion (ABM)

dynamic

dynamic

1,6–11 days

Mode
Active GSM

Active GPRS

Active GPS

Seize detection active

Motion sensor active

Standby time

Car chase

10 hours

Standby

9 days

Asleep
programmable

21–144 days

Periodic wake up
programmable

10–126 days

Power OFF

–

GPS is idle (the device is not in motion)

1 hour motion/23 hours idle

4 hours motion/20 hours idle

8 hours motion/16 hours idle

12 hours motion/12 hours idle

Constantly in motion

Time GPS is switched on Endurance (in hours)

264

214

136

91

70

38

Usages: For short-term following of vehicles, people, packages, etc.

10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

60 minutes

90 minutes

24 hours

Interval set up for changing regime Endurance (in hours) Endurance (in days)

523

913

1216

1818

2177

3400

21

38

50

75

90

144

Usages: Monitoring children, bikes. Advantage – Longer endurance of device.

Usages: For following a vehicle in 
front. Gives immediate information 
about the journey and places 
where the vehicle has turned off 
the route.

Usages: For following children, 
following bikes (one-off queries 
where the object presently is).

Endurance (in days)

11,0

8,9

5,7

3,8

2,9

1,6

Every 20 minutes

Every 60 minutes

Every 12 hours

Every 24 hours

The interval for sending location Endurance (in hours) Endurance (in days)

249

656

2621

3030

10

27

109

126
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